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much of the game could have been a huge throwback to the series' earlier
days in terms of atmosphere, but the series would go on to successfully
choose a more modern direction as seen in its fourth and fifth entry. resident
evil 3 also took the series beyond its first playstation, this time to the sega
saturn. it would be among the first game in the series that would have a
truly interactive storyline, forming the basis for the rest of the series and
giving it its most popular credit: the movies. resident evil 3: nemesis uses
this method to represent mutations that occur within the series. rather than
only making single monsters appear, the game also creates giant monsters,
and these can be powerful for the player if the final boss is defeated. the
game features normal survivor jill valentine, who is also joined by the tough,
experienced s.t.a.r.s. member chris redfield. together, the two must search
the city for the source of a new outbreak of the undead. the conclusion of the
relationship between resident evil 3 and resident evil 4 has been resolved
and at last jill valentine is free from the company of chris redfield. however,
she is also free from s.s and the special tactics and rescue unit and she is no
longer a member of the anti-bodies. this is the first step on the path of a new
jill. in the second resident evil game, chris becomes the boss of the whole
game. he was the first protagonist of the series to become a hero. he was
also the first hero to be transformed into a monster. after the second game,
chris redfield is being called the "high sage". at the time of his appearance,
he had become a hero. in the third game, we find that chris and jill are no
longer friends but have become bitter rivals.
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cover gameplay was so central to resident evil 3's design that it was present
in four of the five environments from the original release of the game - the

boss' lair (with an undead army), the first of the ruined cities (with
increasingly powerful zombies), the meat factory (with a high concentration

of zombies in close proximity), and the final of the ruined cities (with
zombies and monstrous spiders), of which the'meat' factory minigame was

based on. while the first three environments each came with multiple
difficulties, the meat factory - and in turn the minigame - only came with the
hard difficulty level, with the 'easy' difficulty configuration and unlocking of
mercenaries elements (like the minigame) being relegated to 'boss' lair. the

environments themselves did not differ by difficulty much, with all three
levels being 'easy' and the final environment being 'easy' to 'hard', but the

environment itself did have one hell of a scale difference. the plot of resident
evil 3 follows jill valentine and her survival after the nemesis from the

original resident evil. jill initially travels to the raccoon city police station, and
after witnessing police officer s.t.a.r.s. member brad vickers being brutally

murdered by the umbrella corporation's latest bio-weapon, code named
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nemesis, takes shelter in the r.p.d. jill is eventually able escape the grasp of
nemesis and meets up with the surviving s. members, carlos oliveira, mikhail
victor and nicholai ginovaef, who have fortified a broken train carriage as a

base of operations. resident evil 3: nemesis brings a familiar new threat,
revealed to be a mutated version of the t-virus that first stalked the world of

resident evil in the original game. this time, however, the nemesis in this
game is no more of a straightforward monster than the original game's

nemesis, thanks to its unique targeting system. although it shares the same
weak points as the t-virus, and can be locked-on and jumped over, the

nemesis also possesses several methods to circumvent this, which can be
incredibly time-consuming for the player. the nemesis also behaves

differently, as it can grab onto its enemies rather than, as was the case with
the t-virus, simply throwing you off if it successfully locks-on to you.
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